Rapid1

Heavy duty tyre rack

Assembly instruction
Tools required: Rubber mallet

We advise the use of protective gloves and goggles, or eyeglasses when assembling this product.

**ASSEMBLY**

1. Fit feet **E** to uprights **A**.
2. Assemble both ends first - **A** and **B**. Starting from the top insert beam **B** in the top two holes of the uprights, tap in place with a rubber mallet. Insert the second beam allowing 9 clear holes and 17 clear holes to the third beam. Insert the fourth beam in the bottom two holes. Tap together using rubber mallet.
3. Fit front and rear beams **C** to uprights **A**, level with side beams **B**. There is no front or rear beam attached to the top of this bay next to the top side beam **B**.
4. Add support beams **D**.
5. Add caps **F**.